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WEEKLY NEWS LETTER                                                               Friday 20th October 2023 

Proud moments: 

Acorn 
We've had another brilliant week in Acorn class!   Shout-outs to  
Reggie for great work in horticulture  
Avis for trying her snacks at snack time 
Eddie for beautiful waiting for his dinner at the table 
William for initiating games of chase with an adult 
Carson for amazing effort in dough disco, copying the actions 
George for fantastic work on his communication and interaction ILP, passing items to his peers 
Bradley for beautiful engagement with our water play sensory trays 
Tommy for fantastic work in his standing frame  

Great job Acorns 🙂 

 
Apple 
Ben for joining in with the songs during circle time. 
Eli for following instructions with minimal promptings constantly. 
Jayden for communicating why you are feeling a certain way. 
Kohan for growing confidence and skill in the pool swimming with just a woggle. 
LBB for brilliant participation in music. 
Riley for brilliant engagement during write dance. 
Sam for brilliant talking, new words every week all in context. 
Shey for putting 100% into all your activities this week. 
Teddy for playing instruments to the beat of songs independently. 
 
Willow 
Oliver has been broadening his language in conversations with adults when making requests.  
Reggie for being kind to a friend when they were feeling sad. He said, "It's ok." 
Maggie for working hard on her 1-1 correspondence skills when counting from 1-10. 
Lavinia for beautiful work and engagement in Dough Disco. 
Ardian for lovely interactions and work with Lynn during Thrive Time.  
Jared for lovely work in Literacy and engagement with our sensory story, "Dim Sum for Everyone".  
Samuel for lovely communication whilst looking in a mirror and identifying his facial features 
independently.  
Akayla for responding well to two-step instructions during Circle Time.  
Henri for lovely work in Phonics working on the Set 1 sounds. 
 
Beech 
Teddy for being independent on the sky line and listening really well. 
Otis and Lucian for both doing the zip line at lea green. 
Charlie for sitting and watching calmly to everyone’s harvest festival performance. 
Otis and Lucian for eating both the meatballs and pasta at dinner. 
Olek for being brave on the sky line at lea green. 
William for making choices at lea green and demonstrating preferences. 
Yanis for coping with unfamiliar staff and peers in another class. 
Octavia for exploring different vegetables and the pumpkins. 
David’s for engaging independently in numeracy this week. 

Everyone for their harvest festival performance, you was all amazing!        

 
Ash 
ED - for giving it her all at the Athletics event at Alfreton Leisure Centre. 
GR and IK - for supporting each other to get all the way around the skyline at Lea Green.  
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KH - for asking how Hannah was feeling when she was going round the skyline with him at Lea 
Green.  
JH - for giving the skyline a go and asking for help when he was feeling scared. 
LS - for pushing himself to get all the way around the skyline at Lea Green.  
WB - for being brave when getting around the skyline at Lea Green, at first he was getting upset and 
feeling scared, but he realised he could do it!  
OC - for putting his all into the Athletics activities at Alfreton Leisure Centre.  
RL - for pushing himself and listening to instructions to help him get all the way around the skyline at 
Lea Green.  
PO - for feeling happy to come into the doorway of the Alfreton Leisure Centre Sports Hall to watch 
his friends in the Athletics tournament, when he found it a little loud to begin with.  
 
Juniper 
MS, LR, SA, SJ, JH, TD and RTC be for being absolute superstars at Lea Green and for participating 
brilliantly in all activities.  
 
Sycamore 
Ruby for great ILP work. 
Haydn for brilliant sound recognition. 
Josh for going to Forest schools. 
Faith for brilliant whisking and measuring in Forest schools. 
Edward for being great in Bushcraft toasting marshmallows. 
Ben for super hand eye coordination toasting marshmallows. 
Lola for awesome tooth brushing. 
Seb really independent at Lea Green. 
Harry for being really independent this week. 
Katie brilliant listening and taking part in bush craft. 
Sarah for a fantastic day at Lea Green. 
 
Larch 
CD-Working hard on achieving her ILP target of recognising coins. 
RM-Making a good prediction about what our story in Literacy was going to be about. 
GK-Showing kindness by helping her peers tidy up after snack. 
HLW-Working well with a peer when building an outdoor den. 
SP-Helping out around the classroom by completing various jobs. 
LK-Working well with a peer when building an outdoor den. 
PG-Progressing to the advance swimming group at the leisure centre. 
PL-Expressing his feelings with his peer and staff. 
SB-Recalling what she previously learned and applying it to her literacy lesson. 
WD-Singing and dancing during his performance at the Harvest Festival. 
HV-Singing and dancing during his performance at the Harvest Festival. 
 
Blossom 
Well done to all in blossom class for a great week. We've been to Lea green Monday and then the 
harvest performance on Wednesday! 
Asher- Brilliant work on your objects of reference. 
Ivy- Brilliant work in the pool. 
Killian- Great work at lea Green toasting your marshmallows  
RB- Brilliant work on your ILPs and focusing on objects. 
Teddy- Great work on your communication. 
Nevaeh- Lovely communication.  
 
Holly 
B, Rosie and Leo for doing great swimming at the leisure centre. 
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Sara for working hard at work experience. 
Jake for doing some really good chopping and preparing foods in cookery. 
Frankie for enjoying art and gardening. 
F and Billy for doing really good ILP work. 
Ashleigh working hard in the enterprise. 
Chelsea and Jessie working hard in the social skills room, practicing everyday skills. 
Lara for helping Josie in assembly reading out some stars of the week. 
 
Cherry 
CN - fantastic sounding out sounds during phonics. 
AN - finding the correct sound during phonics. 
JM - playing with peers beautifully. 
DE - fantastic matching during literacy. 
KR - requesting hugs from staff by tapping adults. 
SH - reaching for chair and pulling up to stand with minimal adult support. 
JV - standing at the bed beautifully for personal care. 
NM - using the horticulture area effectively when needed. 
 
Oak 
Charlie for a great presentation to the rest of the class telling his peers all about himself.  
Logan for some super-awesome work on his ILP when greeting people.  
Billy T for some excellent work this week at work experience, when experiencing a new setting!  
Jaydon for excellent work during our Jacket Potato Enterprise, including working on making coleslaw 
for the first time.   
Ryan for being extremely helpful around the classroom including stacking chairs at going home time 
and washing up!  
Hannah for some excellent reading during the Harvest Festival in front of lots of her school peers, as 
well as parents and guardians.  
Elian for some super singing during our Harvest Festival practice and performance.  
Alfie for some excellent card making for Halloween using lots of crafts and creativity.   
Dan for some super swimming, including swimming 41 lengths of the pool.   
B for excellent running and batting during our Cricket PE session.  
Bethany for some super singing during our Harvest Festival practice and recording.   
 
Hazel 
Amie - using such beautiful manners. What a star! 
Cally - amazing introduction in Music this week. 
Faith - wonderful printing in art - great following of instructions and then creating her own too. 
Liam - super engagement during our morning routine. 
Lewis - great work in art - beautiful printing and some lovely counting in there too! 
Max - what a great help when setting up for snack. Handing out the plates and problem solving when 
there weren't enough. 
Jonathan - fabulous walking up to Genesis this week. 
George and George - gorgeous singing in the Harvest Festival. 
Rebecca - great cooking of our special Thursday breakfast. 

Well done Hazel Class. Another great week. We are so proud of you all       

 

How can you help? 

 

Dates to remember: 

Fri 27th Oct- Halloween Disco (more details to follow) 
Fri 27th Oct- Break up day 
Mon 30th Oct- Fri 3rd Nov- October half term 
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Mon 6th Nov- INSET day 
Fri 17th Nov- Children in need (more details to follow) 
Wed 29th Nov- Parents evening (more details to follow) 
Thurs 7th Dec- Christmas dinner and jumper day 
Tues 12th Dec- 1.30-3.30pm- Friends Christmas Fayre 
Fri 22nd Dec- Break up day 
 


